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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Samples

Fluorescent dyes and proteins

Rhodamine 6G (Chapter 2): High purity R6G was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and

dissolved in UV-grade ethanol (Merck KGaA, Uvasol). Different concentrations were

prepared by dilution. The concentration was estimated by comparison of the measured

absorption coefficients with the value specified by Birge [92].

Alexa Fluor 488 (Chapter 3): Alexa 488 Fluor was purchased from Thermo Fisher

Scientific and was dissolved in UV-grade ethanol.

Green fluorescent protein (Chapter 3): The enhanced-green fluorescent protein

(eGFP) [172] in a buffer solution was obtained from Dr. Ir. M.A. Hink (University of

Amsterdam, The Netherlands). For PL anisotropy measurements, the eGFPs were

dispersed in de-ionized water (Milli-Q).

Group II-VI semiconductor QDs

CdSe QDs: CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS QDs - core/shell/shell - in hexane were purchased from

the Center for Applied Nanotechnology (CAN, CANdots Series A CSS). The reported

emission wavelengths were ∼ 525 nm (CdSe-525, Chapter 4) and ∼ 575 nm (CdSe-575,

Chapter 2 and 3). The concentration of the QD dispersions was estimated from their

dilution and the concentration reported by the manufacturer.
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Silicon QDs

bu:Si-QDs-A (Chapter 3, 4 and 6): Butyl-passivated Si-QDs were prepared by Dr. C.P.

Umesh, Dr. J.M.J. Paulusse and Prof. Dr. H. Zuilhof (Wageningen University, The Nether-

lands). Bromine-terminated Si-QDs were obtained by reacting magnesium silicide with

bromine in refluxing n-octane and were subsequently passivated using n-butyl-lithium

[34]. The bu:Si-QDs were dispersed in UV-grade ethanol. A TEM image is shown in

Figure A.1 revealing an average size of 2.2 ± 0.5 nm. The energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)

spectrum is shown in Figure A.2c.

Figure A.1: Transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM) image of bu:Si-QDs with a size-
distribution of 2.2 ± 0.5 nm (inset).

me:Si-QDs-A (Chapter 6): Methyl-passivated Si-QDs were prepared by Dr. K. Kusova

(Institute of Physics Czech Academy of Science, Czechia) from oxide-passivated Si-QDs,

obtained through electrochemical etching of p-type silicon wafers [11]. The oxide-

passivated Si-QDs were re-passivated with organic ligands, including methyl groups,

under continuous UV irradiation in a mixture of hydrocarbons [11]. The me:Si-QDs were

dispersed in xylene. A scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image and

EDX spectrum is shown in Figure A.2a and c.

bu/me:Si-QDs-B (Chapter 2): A second batch of bu:Si-QDs was purchased from the

Chemical Research Solution (CRS) using the same procedure as outlined above. In the

same way, a batch of methyl-passivated Si-QDs (me:Si-QDs-B) was prepared, by using a

different passivating ligand. The Si-QDs were dispersed in UV-grade ethanol.

do:Si-QDs (Chapter 2 and 6): Dodecane-passivated Si-QDs were prepared by MSc. S.

Regli and Prof. Dr. J.G.C. Veinot (University of Alberta, Canada) following the proce-

dures described in References [93, 94]. First, Si-QDs embedded in an oxide were produced

by annealing a hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) solution and were consequently liberated

using an hydrofluoric acid etching procedure. The hydrogen-terminated Si-QDs were

passivated with dodecane and the obtained do:Si-QDs were dispersed in toluene. The
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concentration of the dispersion was estimated from the measured absorption coefficient

and the absorption cross-section found in Reference [95]. A STEM image and EDX

spectrum are shown in Figure A.2b and c

am:Si-QDs (Chapter 2 and 6): Allylamine-terminated Si-QDs were prepared by Dr. N. Lic-

ciardello and Prof. Dr. L. De Cola (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany) through

reduction of tetramethyl orthosilicate (Si(OMe)4) in an inverse micelle approach [28,

173]. Tetraoctyl ammonium bromide (TOAB) was used as the surfactant. The obtained

hydrogen-terminated Si-QDs were passivated using allyl-amine in the presence of a

platinum catalyst. The procedure is a modification of those reported in References [28,

173]. Am:Si-QDs were dispersed in UV-grade ethanol.

me-un:Si-QDs (Chapter 2): Methyl undercanoate-passivated Si-QDs were obtained in

collaboration with Dr. I. Sychugov (KTH-Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden) and

co-workers. The samples were originally prepared by the group of Prof. Dr. J.G.C.

Veinot (University of Alberta, Canada) by annealing of a HSQ solution, for more details

see Reference [13].

Figure A.2: STEM images of (a) methyl- and (b) dodecane-passivated Si-QDs. (c) EDX
spectra of bu:Si-QDs, me:Si-QDs and do:Si-QDs. All samples show the presence of copper and
carbon atoms, as a result of the used substrate. The measurements were carried out on a Verios
XHR scanning electron microscope (FEI).

A.2 Ray-tracing simulations

Ray-tracing simulations (RTS) were carried out on collaboration with MSc. I. Konda-

paneni, Dr. A. Wilkie and Dr. J. Krivanek from the Computer Graphics Group of the

Charles University (Prague, Czechia). For RTS the IS as described in Section 2.9 is

modeled by a well subdivided icosahedron with approximately 8000 triangles. The light

distribution inside the IS is described by the radiative transfer equation [174] that can

be solved by means of Monte-Carlo simulations. Multiple paradigms how to do such

simulations exist [175–177]; due to the combination of materials present in our setup,

here we restrict our model to tracing light particles (‘photons’) from the input port,

containing the excitation source, to the output port containing the sensor. By ‘photon’

we denote a simulation particle with associated weight which represents the differential
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flux carried by the particle [176]. For simplicity we model neither polarization, nor

re-absorption events and we only keep notion of two types of photons characterized by

two respective wavelengths: excitation and emission photons (λexc and λem). Excitation

photons colliding with the active part of the sample can be transformed into emission

photons. Photons interacting with any surface or absorbing volume are attenuated and

scattered according to an appropriate phenomenological model:

� The IS surface, baffle and the cuvette’s cap are modeled by a Lambertian model

with reflectance at both wavelengths set to 0.97.

� Reflection on the quartz of the cuvette and aluminum sample and fiber holders is

modeled according to Fresnel’s equations for unpolarized light.

� Scattering/absorption in the volume of the active sample is modeled according to

the radiative transfer equation where we set the absorption coefficient in the range

0.02 cm−1 to 2 cm−1 to study single-pass absorption values between 2% and 87%,

respectively.

A fraction of the initial photon flux that enters the sphere via the input port can, after

a series of scattering events on various surfaces, end up in the active volume of the

sample. There we sample the possibility of a photon being absorbed along its way

across the volume (according to Lambert-Beer law) or leaving the volume unaffected.

If absorption occurs, we sample the possibility that the photon is re-emitted with a

probability given by the PL QY. Emission photons are emitted in a random direction

uniformly distributed from the point of absorption. We do not consider re-absorption,

which has been discussed in detail elsewhere [78], by setting AS(λem) = 0. Photons of

both kinds (i.e. excitation and emission) scatter around in the sphere, but also can be

absorbed by the loss channels such as the input port (modeled as Lambertian surfaces

with a 0 reflectance) or by the IS coating. Paths are terminated when they hit such

a loss channel. Moreover to prevent photon paths of infinite lengths, we use the so

called Russian roulette technique [175, 177] to stochastically terminate the simulation of

photons with some probability after each interaction. In case the photon’s path is not

terminated its energy weight is proportionally increased in order to compensate for ter-

minated photons in such a way that the expected result of the simulation stays unaffected.

Since light can exit the sphere via the input and output ports, we insert in our model

loss channels behind the excitation source and sensor so that photon paths hitting these

are terminated. The loss channels are modeled as small rectangles with zero reflectance

sitting on aluminum beds. The excitation source in the input port is represented by a

small rectangular region in space without actual visible geometry associated. Each point

of that region sends out photons into a cone with angle of 3.4 degrees. The sensor in

the output port is modeled as a pinhole camera without any associated geometry either,

with a field of view equal to 20 degrees, which approximates the optical cable’s numerical

aperture of 0.22 used in our experiments.

Within the cone set by the NA, the sensor measures the flux impinging on it from

different directions. This cone is divided into a disjunct set of cells (‘pixels’) each of
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which accumulates weights of excitation and emission photons coming from the associated

directions. The resulting accumulated values in all cells are regarded as realizations of

the same underlying random variable for which we estimate the mean and variance. They

represent the incoming flux on the sensor, which is directly analogous to the measured

photon counts in the real experiment. For estimating the QY we follow the methodology

of the physical experiment described in Equation 2.2 using a test and a reference sample,

where the latter does not absorb or emit. The cuvette in the setup is modeled according

to a typical commercially available cuvette (Hellma Analytics). There are several material

interfaces (air/quartz, quartz/air, quartz/liquid, air/liquid) which are accounted for in

order to achieve appropriate accuracy of our model. The teflon cap is modeled as a

Lambertian diffuser with a reflectance of 0.9. The holder is made of aluminum and

serves also as a baffle preventing light going from cuvette directly towards output port.

Reflectance of the aluminum at the excitation and emission wavelengths is computed

from Fresnel’s equations.
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